rgw - Bug #11860

Bucket header is enclosed by quotes

06/03/2015 11:10 AM - Wido den Hollander

Status: Resolved  Start date: 06/03/2015
Priority: Normal  Due date:
Assignee:  % Done: 0%
Category:  Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Target version:  Spent time: 0.00 hour
Source: Community (dev)  Reviewed:
Tags: hammer, firefly  Affected Versions:
Backport:  ceph-qa-suite:
Regression: No  Release:
Severity: 3 - minor

Description

When "rgw_expose_bucket" is set to true the RGW will return the bucket name in the response header.

HTTP/1.1 403 Forbidden
Bucket: "widodh"
Content-Length: 78
Content-type: application/xml
Date: Wed, 03 Jun 2015 11:06:17 GMT
Age: 0
Server: Apache
Connection: keep-alive

This should not be enclosed by quotes.

Related issues:

Copied to Backport #11873: Bucket header is enclosed by quotes  Resolved  06/03/2015
Copied to Backport #11874: Bucket header is enclosed by quotes  Resolved  06/03/2015

Associated revisions

Revision 8af25fae - 06/03/2015 06:20 PM - Wido den Hollander
rgw: Do not enclose the Bucket header in quotes

Fixes: #11860
Signed-off-by: Wido den Hollander <wido@42on.com>

Revision 1a321e47 - 06/04/2015 12:51 PM - Wido den Hollander
rgw: Do not enclose the Bucket header in quotes

Fixes: #11860
Signed-off-by: Wido den Hollander <wido@42on.com>
(cherry picked from commit 8af25faed93fe02d3dad585b8579ce8b041cc4e6)

Revision 558c5295 - 08/31/2015 09:08 PM - Wido den Hollander

rgw: Do not enclose the Bucket header in quotes
Fixes: #11860
Signed-off-by: Wido den Hollander <wido@42on.com>
(cherry picked from commit 8af25faed93fe02d3dad585b8579ce8b041cc4e6)

History

#1 - 06/03/2015 02:13 PM - Wido den Hollander
https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/4844

#2 - 06/03/2015 06:43 PM - Wido den Hollander
How do I get this backported to Hammer and Firefly?

#3 - 06/03/2015 08:16 PM - Sage Weil
- Status changed from New to Pending Backport
- Source changed from other to Community (dev)
- Backport set to hammer, firefly

#4 - 10/20/2015 10:39 AM - Loic Dachary
- Status changed from Pending Backport to Resolved